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Many mall and medium sized organizations are ill-equipped to monitor and 

manage the security of their networks. Yet, to be competitive, organizations 

continue to seek a seamlesstechnologyenvironmentthat allows them to 

provide voice, data, and video services to exchange documents, to 

collaborate, and to deliver products and services in cost effective ways. 

Problem Statement This year's TITERCase Studychallenges participants to 

develop a technology solution for a company that will create a 

telecommunications network to support their staff of 50 salespeople and a 

five person central office staff located in Manchester, NH. 

The rent system is a hodgepodge of unique solutions that are not integrated.

Management has made the decision to scrap the current model and replace 

it entirely with one that is reliable and sustainable. The sales staff works 

from offices in their personal homes at locations scattered throughout the 

continental United States, selling products and services to clients located 

around the world. The central office staff provides traditional accounting, 

marketing, and management support services and limited clerical support. 

The sales force receives ongoing training to remain knowledgeable about the

company's products and services. 

Clients require very little product support; management's strategy Is to have 

the sale force provide required support as a means to stay In touch with 

clients. Salesperson collect receivables from their customers, some 

customers have house accounts, and others must pay for their order when it 

is processed. A centralized proprietary package for pricing/ quotation 

management is utilized by everyone in the company. Centrally managed 
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tablet computers and cellophanes are provided to all employees, supported 

by a single IT staff person. 

The current level of IT support is unsatisfactory as perceived by users. 

Problems take too long to be resolved. The technology solution must be 

designed to enhance the business' competitiveness by providing high-quality

telecommunications services that appropriately link the business' sales staff 

with each other, with the central office resources, and with customers. The 

service package must be engineered to allow all employees to function from 

their home office, from the central office, and while traveling to evils 

customers. 

It must Meltzer the business' vulnerability to attacks and other unplanned 

service interruptions. It must provide for the safe storage and transport The 

technology business plan must include an architecture that is scalable over 

time as the company grows. Current growth calls for the addition of 3-5 sales

persons per year and one central office staffer every third year. The Case 

Study solution must take into account the Gardner Group's statement from 

the perspective of the company and should create a solution that offers a 

network- based solution to the firms' business needs. 

The proposed service offering should be one that the company can fully 

migrate to within six months once a solution is selected. The solution should 

consist of an overarching architecture that is scalable and sustainable over 

the next 5-7 years at a minimum. The products within the architecture can 

have varying life expectancies, the cost of which must be described more 
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fully within the solution's budget. Case Study teams have discretion to 

augment the following list of minimum capabilities required as they see fit, 

consistent with the goal of adding value to the overall solution: 1 . 

Voice Telephone (core baseline services required) a. Individual and company 

direct inward dial lines with call management services to handle all voice 

communications; b. Conference calling, automatic call routing, vocalism, and

similar related features; c. Worldwide long distance voice and fax services; d.

Features to transparently link clients' cellular phones with the company's 

voice services to create a seamless communications environment 2. Data 

and Productivity Software services (core baseline services required) a. 

Word processing, spreadsheet, database, text messaging, e-mail, video 

conferencing, and other related/similar services; b. Secure backup and 

storage for data on client-owned PC's, tablets, and phones; c. Hosting for the

company's public and internal websites . Network Services Support (core 

baseline services required, ) a. Simple 'Help Desk style support available on-

line and via phone access; support for the order processing and accounting 

software packages is handled by a separate vendor b. Configuration 

management support for all company owned (tablets, PC's, and phones) 

equipment; c. 

Disaster backup capabilities and a business continuity plan for all central 

office provided services in the event they are unavailable; d. A training 

strategy for new employees and to refresh existing employees' ability to use 

your solution effectively. 4. Other features and services - Teams can elect to 
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differentiate their solution from the pack by offering unique features and 

services that would provide the company with a competitive advantage at 

affordable costs. Deliverables: The company's executives require a written 

proposal (see detailed formatting and us benison requirements below). 

The executives are not technologists, but do have a businesses 

understanding of telecommunications which implies that proposals must 

provide a moderate level of explanation for technical issues and topics. 

Diagrams are often helpful. The current IT staff support errors will be 

involved in the review of proposals and will attend the presentation, b UT 

won't be specifically identified to your group. Your written proposal must 

include the following: A detailed list and description of the services and 

functions included with your solution on; 2. 

One or more scenarios (use- cases) that describe how particular employees 

would use your solution to conduct business more efficiently and effectively; 

3. Any technical requirements that potential customers would have to meet 

to use your system; 4. A description of the support plan, including backup 

and disaster recovery plans for y our solution; . Financial information 

showing a projected budget for at least five years. Proposals m ay extend 

projections to include seven total years, at their option, to assist in 

explaining the us attainability of their solution. 
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